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To understand how breathing work we need to understand what type "residual volume : it's the volume of air remain 1500 this represent how Lung

of tissues made up the Lung , elastic tissue of theLung to tend in the Lung after forcefully expired which is around 1000↓ volume change when patient
to collapse the lung while the chest wall tend to move 1200ml

,
which is used for oxygenate the blood in 500 forcefo inhale maximum

outwards which increase the thoracic cavity , also we need between breath cycles and prevent the Lung from
·

,
amount of air

24
to understand what is the structure of alveoli ,

it's Line up collapsing . even if the Lung collapsed there will

with pseudo stratified epithelial cells with goblet cells and be around 200ml

there is a fluid around them which make alveoli collapse we need to understand that our lung elastic tissue tend

due to the surface tension but due to a surfactant to collapse so we have any surfactant which prevent ourLung

it wont collapse, for the muscles the main one is the
· No we are going to talk about the capacities that from collapsing. The pleural carity is very important to allow

-

diaphragm which move downwards during inspiration we could calculate from the previous volumes which the air moving inside the lung because it creates negative

increasing the vertical thoracic cavity so increasing in are pressure

volume decrease the pressure of the pleural 1) inspiratory capacity : it's the total volume of air that
·

cavity making the air moves from the atmosphere can be inspired which is the sum of inspiratory tidal

to the Lung making it bigger and making the volume & inspiratory reserve volume which is 3500m)

pressure less during to increase in volume 2) functional residual capacity : it's the total amount 580s -

of air that remains in the Lung after normal expiration :
which is the sum of expiratory reserve volumx

-
/ residual volume vital capacity

- 3) vital capacity :. it's the maximum amount of air 3000- -&
-

alucolar duct

alveoli 2500 -

seeF
- -

-- CE↑S N - alveolar
a a se that can be expired after firs filling theLung to the s

maximum extent so its the sum of inspiratory - Expiratora

S

reserve volume, expiratory reserve volume a the tidal 1000--

·

so there is obstructive x restrictive disease volume residual capacity

·
which effect our ability to breath , so we diagnose u) Lung capacity : it's the maximum volume which the time

it by calculating some lungs volumes by spirometer Lung extent with air, which is the sum of inspiratory
the volumes are reserve volume, expiratory reserve volume, the tidal

· we need to know the pressures which allow the

Tidal volume. : it is the volume of air inspired & expired volume a the residual volume air to move in & out of the lung which are:

during a normal breath cycle which is around sooml
, only the 1) pleural pressure : is the pressure of the fluid

diaphragm is needed for the normal breathing cycle. trachea between the Lung & Chest wall which is negative due to

2) inspiratory reserve volume : it's the maximum volume of = Chest wall & Lung elastic tissue
TY-I' &

air that can be inspired above the tidal volume which is around -N P
2) alveolar pressure : which is the pressure of the airIO1TY I

--
I3000 m/ - 11 TY inside the alvedi which is between 1 to-1 during breath cycle↓ I

T I

3) expiratory reserve volume : it's the maximum volume of air that Anal caviar

3) transpulmonary pressure which is the difference between the
- E..

can forcefully expired below the tidal volume which is around 1100-1300ml ↓
alveolar pressure x pleural pressure which measure the elasticity



To diagnose more accurately we measure the forced vital capacity The functional residual capacity is measured by helium ·

so we can conclude the elasticity is inversely proportional with Lung
which represent the maximum volume of air can be forcefully exhale dilution method

,
and also we can measure the new total compliance . and note that in the absence of surface tension the

during rapid maneuver we can obtain SUC , SEUI / 525-75 · We air pass through the respiratory track by multiply tidal volume two curves of inspiration & expiration would be the same so

use a ratio to determine obstructive X restrictive disease this with respiratory rate 19 there will be no hysteresis.

ratio is SEV1/SVC * 100% which is usually around 80 % is the normal

-
result

-
·

now we are going to see what changes occur on theGRC = 6 - visprpo curve in case ofLung diseases
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V x 100% = 80 %

now we are going to study lung compliance pressure pressure
Volume 2 SEC1 Normal ratio which represent the ability of theLung to stretch Restrictive diseases obstructive diseases

1 x expand ,
to allow theLung to expand so we eg. Tb , silicosis a Fibrosis... eg. emphysema asthma...

I 1 I
should overcome the elasticity and surface tension it need more work to open the it need less work than restrictive disease

I 2 which is caused by the fluid that lines the alveoli Lung noted by calculating the area noted by calculating the area under the

time
under the curve curve

so if the ratio below 80% it's an obstructiveLung disease transpulmonary pressure
such as chronic bronchitis

,
asthma & emphysema,

while if it's an

Lung compliance =1 in Lung

Volume
now we are going to talk about the air resistance inside the respiratory

above 80 % it's an restrictive Lung diseases such as tuberculosis , Fibrosis we can calculate track
,

air resistance is the difference of pressure between the

and asbestosis exposure the work by o
-

expiration alveoli X mouth divided by air flow which is determine by the

↓ -pressure x volume
-L air flow velocity & air way diameter . The work for breathing

which is

e

·

/ inspiration is need for 20 % of Lung X chest wall tissues while

we made a test that can be done at home for early detection
= X mne

O -

- 80 % of airway resistance

of only obstructive Lung diseases
,

the test called Peak Expiratory Flow rate Is to mostly carried by the air velocity instead of

which measure the volume of air that forcefully expired in one quick we can see that there is a difference between the track diameter

one exhalation which depend on sexs age x night the inspiration expiration curve this difference is ↳ only 10-20 % responsible for

called hysteresis
·

air resistance

so we can conclude that the highest air resistance is highest in the

Restrictive Lung diseases interfere with inspiration which result we can realize from the graph that at the beginning of medium sized bronchus which is round around the 7th generation
decrease all the volumes& capacities such as in Pneumonia, Tb

,
ADRS inspiration it is harder than at the end of it due to

Pleurisy , diaphragm paralysis x pulmonary fibrosis ,
while obstructive Lung surface tension- at first the molecules are so close to

diseases interfere with exhalation which increase SRC & RU while each other leading to increase in surface tension with -Resistance

v c & SEV,
SVC are reduced

·

time the distance will increase leading to decrease - - E
surface tension

,
while the opposite occur for

expiration air way generation lung volume Lung Volume



No we are going to talk about the factors effecting the airway ·

resistance: 1 the diameter of the bronchus which is increased by
- increase the lung volume causing radial traction increase diameter of

the surrounding tissues such as bronchus13) by stimulation of sympathetic

adrenergic receptor B2 causing dilationa decrease in secretion of

airway so we can use B2 agonist for COPP treatment

so increase in air way diameter leading to decrease in airway resistance

and the diameter is decreased byA decrease long volume in

expiration B stimulation of parasympathetic cholinergic pos ganglionic Fibers

causing construction of the airway trackc stimulation of < receptors in

trachea & Large bronchi by irritants such as smoking induce bronchial

smooth musle contraction , so decrease the bronchial diameter lead

to increase in air way resistance

Now we are going to talk about the lung surfactant which is

mostly phospholipids with some proteins it's produced by typeI
cuboidal epithelial cells ,

it's responsible for reduce surface tension

which increase the compliancea decrease the work needed for respiration
it also prevent theLung from collapsing ,

and it prevent pulmonary edema

by making interstitial fluid more negative thus reduce capillary filtration
·

> morment of fluid out of the capillaries
Note that Young-Laplace's law state that "transpulmonary pressure depend

on Radius2 surface tension

The Lung surfactant is secreted in alrea by oth to month & always

present by gestational week 35
,

in premature babies of diabetic maternal

the refus is at great risk of respiratory distress syndrome causing
atelectasis which is characterized by collapsing the Lungs ,

edema

within theCuny cavity due to impairment in gas exchange &

Loss ofLung surfactant
,

treatment include administration of

exogenous surfactant with the use of mechanical respirators



now I'm going to study Lecture (

alveolar ventelation ? calculate the volumes that enter the Fowler's method
-

the rate of air flow that enter the exchange areas Lung/minute in normal breath cycle depend on the expired N2 ,
the perso inhale an

amount of the new air entering the respiratory area/minute pure of 100 % oxygen,
the expired fully, we measure

TV = 500 m Frequency = 12-15 minute the 12 volume during expiration ,
so it is only measuring

2) dead space : 500x13 = 7500 m//minute the anatomical dead space

space in the respiratory track where gas exchange the patien inhale 100% or at the end of tidal
-

does not occur also known as conducting zone anatumic dead space Alveolar ventilation expiration , then the patient expired the air

150 x 15 = 2250 350 x /5 = 5250 m/min through 2 analyser
① anatomical dead space : it's the conducting ml/minute ① ②

zone which doesn't participate in gas exchange
due to the thickness of their wall e ,
Nose, pharynx& trachea * pulmonary capillary volume = 30ml in concentration Wareayheaven
Sunctions of the conducting zone are." the volume of the blood found

1) warm the inspired air to the body temperature in the capillary at any time

2) adding 20 vapor which slightly dilute the 02 ↑ pulmonary blood flow = 5000m/min volume

& N2 which will decrease their pressura concentration

~ it prevent the airway from drying out O pure or from the anatomical dead space which

3 removal of foreign bodies smaller than 2 micrones how to measure the volume of dead space () there is no N2

③ total (physiologicals dead space
: 1 Bohr's method ② there will be N2 which come from the alveolar

it's the anatomical dead place & the alveolar dead space depend on CO2 partial pressure in the mixed expired gases because it participated in gas exchange
Calveoli that doesn't get blood supply) in healthy individual gas partial pressure of CO2

usually = anatomical dead space 2 m///g so around p = vi 1-page in the mixed expired gases & pur alrear gas giving a constant grapho

150m which increase with age or some diseases.

partial pressure of Co2

* the air in the dead space is the first air get in alveoli which = Poz in arterial * Measurement of alveolar ventilation

expired which is around 150m - mostly 02 X N2 blood

so this air could be used in CPR to provideon * this method measure volumes of the lng that VA = F . CUT-Up)
to the patients in medical emergencies doesn't eliminate Co2 , so it calculate the VA = 15 (500-150) = 5250m)/min

physiological dead space which include increase in alrealar ventelation cause on 202 -CO2

the alveolar dead space acedosis
,
ra 3 & CO2 alkelosis



in upright postion the rentelation /unit volume
N

what are the circulation of the lungs ? -

is greater in the lowest part of the there is 2 circulations in theCona pulmonary Galveolar 4) blood reservior as 10% of the total

Lung due to gravity effect on theGung while the pulmonary circulation carries out all the cardiac output circulation blood volume is in the pulmonary
in supine postion all parts of the Ung are and responsible for gas exchang while the alveolar circulation circulation

equally ventelated. on 1-2% of the circulation which carry the nutrients needed

to the Cung
.

5) many WBCs also can secrate immunoglobing
Lets explore the PACO2 & POL suchon IgA ,

bronchial mucus to contribute

1)pulmonary circulation : to its defense against infection

1 PACO = 40 4 mmHg pulmonary arter are thines than systemic arteries around

this tension is inversy proportional with the alreator II of it, also they are wider which gives them the ability toPressure of the pulmonary circulation
ventilation so as result be more compliance which will allow it to accommodate

hyperventilation -> Co2 -> hypocaphia which any increase in cardiac outputa prevent the development when the RV contract it push the blood at

will lead to respiratory alkalosis < 36mmHg of pulmonary edema
,

also there is a lot of Lymph nodes around 25mmig reaching the pulmonary

drainage to remove any excess plasma protein to prevent artery it decreases along the artery to around 12

2) hypoventilation -> Co2*-> hypercaphia which pulmonary edema before entering pulmonary capillaria , in the capilaries

will lead to Respiratory acedosis > 45mmHy pulmonary edema's the accumulation of fluid in the the pressure is aroundothen in the vein it's

alveolar sacs ,
which prevent sufficient gas exchange down to about(1-5mmy) when reaching the

* Hyperphea-result from increase metabolic co2 leading to death LA any further increase result a pulmonam

activity without increase in PACO2 we need to know that the pulmonary circulation has edema which is Patal.

Lower pressure than systemic circulation because of

2) PA02 = 100 mm Hg the gravity ->systemic need pressure to reach the how to measure the LA pressure?

brain which is above the heart. by pulmonary wedge pressure, which is basically
increase in alveolar ventilation cause increase in o removal pating a cathetor to the RU up to the pulmonary

than the CO2 is being added up, Functions of the pulmonary circulations: artery , the cathetar conain an inflated balloon with

main-gas exchange a tib, the cathetar can reach before the pulmonary,
Pao is effected by

:

: secondary capillaries & read the pressure their which is around

Co2 partial pressure 1) Sitters blood from thrombi & emboli then +2 higher than the LA

changes in barometric pressure -
altitude O2 break it down by Fibrolytics found within the

fraction of O2 inspired -
in fire air CO2 box endothelial lining of palmonary blood vessels

2) metabolize vasoactive hormones such as angiotensin

to angiotensiv 11
,

inactivate NE , bardykin, serotonin &

Prostagland in E
, Ex



Now we are going to study the resistance of 2) walls of the Bu

the pulmonary circulation which are carried they are effected by theLung volume , when the are compressed creating high resistance

by 2 factors lany volume increase it pull the BV with it so according to this the pulmonary
1) the walls of arteries & arterioles such a increasing its diameter leading to a decrease resistance curve will be like the
in the systemic circulation in blood resistance ,

while decreasing the U Catter
,

lowest resistance at the

s the Lung volume which effect the capillaries lugs volume compress the BU leading to functional residual capacity
effecting the resistance(only in PC not in sc) increase the pulmonary resistance

why are the capillaries effect resistance in the vasoconstriction are

PC but not in S ?

because their structure is different than ↳ hypoxia i "
in Shows. 2) serotonine ↓
they are 2 sheets above each other 3) NE RV ERC TLC

conected to each other so it would accommodate histamine

all cardia output. so it makes them able to be 5) Thrombaxane A2 now lets discover what is the difference

compressed when the alveolar pressure exceed the capillaries 6) Leukotriens between hypoxia & hypoxemia

pressure

when the cardiac output increase it won't lead to increase the rasodilater 1) hypoxia : it's a result of decreasing the D2

in pressure that is due to in the alrea which lead to decrease in No

1) capillary recruitment-> in normall not all capillaries are 1) No concentration which increase cat concentration

being prefused ,
when cardiac output increase they will recruit 2) cat channels blockers causing vasoconstriction which will

those closed ones 3) adenosive eventually will cause hypoxemia
as Ach 2) hypoxemia : it's decreasing the O2

2) capillary distenation -> increase the space between the 31P652 content in the blood for different

two sheets of the cupillaries making more room 6) Iso proterend causes such as anemic

y

* the previous two process will allow to reduce the

resistance of the blood flow so it could accommodate when lang expand the alveolar vessels

the increase in cardiac output are compressed while the extra

alveolar vessels are distincts resistance,

who lug decrease in volume
,

alveolar

vessels dislind while extra alveolar reasons



there is two type of hypoxia that occur ② hydrostatic pressure: The dynamics of capillary fluid exchange
in our body the pressure calculated by the force of

the pumped air- the vertical weight ① Lower androstatic pressure , this decrease
11 Regional hypoxia : cause rasoconstriction of the blood the amount of flid outside the vessel

in the poorly ventelated are in order to ↳ so highest point at theCowest ② higher negativity in interstitial fluid so it

drive the blood away from it part of the Lung ,
and the lowest could take the fluid from alreots to the

pointat the highest part of the interstitial fluid

2) Generalized hypoxia : vasoconstriction occur Lung , increase in pressure real the capillaries are more leaky to the proteins
in both langs causing increase in pulmonary artery to increase in blood flow allowing them to pass through

pressure causingtventrical hypertrophy because it can generate enough ④ the surface tension tend to take fluid to

force to open the capillary the alveoli

the alveoli pressure pulls air outwards

bo
This will creat 3 zones Filtration pressures
one 1: PP so no blood flow

Zo : PPCPo intermittent 1)Capillary hydrostatic Emma

A left heart heart failure ,
mitral stenosis can blood flow 2) interstitial Colloidal 14mmHg

cause increase in LA pressure if abovea Zone a ! PaPuPA so continuous 3) interstitial hydrostatic 7 mmq Hg

it will cause pulmonary edema blood flow -24mmHy

absorption pressure
now we are going to talk about the in healthy individuals there is no zone 1

, about

blood flow in the Lungs & which factors the heart 10cm we find zone 2 and the plasma colloidal pressure :· Commity

play role in it rest of the Lung is zone 3
, during * the extra 1 is absorbed by theLymphatic system

exercise even zone I become Zone & and we found them more at the terminal bronchioles

alveolar oxygenation : zone I might occur when pulmonary pressure

oxygenation -> raro constriction is low such as hypovolemic shock or pulmonary Pulmonary edema could be caused by

->
automatic redistribution of blood flow embolism or when a person exhale so strongly I cardiogenic reasons such as left heart failure cause

to well oxygenated areas making the pressure above 2 increase in LU pressure -> ↑ hydrostatic pressure

2) non cardiogenic reason such as pneumonia ,
& surface

-tension ARDS causing damage to capillaries

-> leaking proteins ->↑ extravascular colloidal

pressure



physics law of gas diffusion & gas ⑦ directly proportional with how does the diffusion rate increase at excercise

partial pressure 1) Sectional area while all of the factors are constant ?
2) partial pressure of the gas

1) in respiratory track gases are transportedby 3) solvability of the gas what actually changed is the blood flow
,

at rest

simple diffusion so go more from the high u) tempreture the RBCs spend 0. 75s in the capillary until they
concentration to the low concentration area ⑮ inversly proportional are out

,
but they only need 0 . 25 s to be oxygenated

-> explain why alveolar Poz = arterial Po 1) distance thickness of the walls so during exercise the RBCs will only spend
↳symbol used to describe 2) molecular weigh of the gas · 25s in the capillary resulting more blood flow

Partial pressure so the , is being diffused faster

& Henry's law suggest that the higher the

Diffusion rate=XAsa 02 at resting
->

diffusion capacity = 21 mt(min/mmy

ability of gas to dissolve the less it would
&

increased in exercise

add partial pressure within solution we can conclude that cox is to times faster

partial pressure - concentration of que in diffusion due to its high solubility coefficient 02 at rest 400-450 m (min /mmiy

solubility coefficient 1200 -1300 m//min/mmHg

important numbers

3 the direction of diffusion is determined PAOL = 100 muly

by the difference of pressure between the PACO = 46 mmy

wall of the alveoli * *

ofhigher inavedi% Go gradient Atmosphere humidified alveoke expired

N2 597 563 563 566

02 159 149 104 120

Co2 less in alveoli no CO2 0 . 3 0 . 3 YO 27

Col higher in vessels u 6 gradient
#20 3 . 7 Uz 17 47

4) the vapor in alveolarges is 47mmHg * O2 absorption rate at rest 250 m/min

* O absorption rube at exercise 1000 ml/min

5) Rick's law which suggest that the diffusion
* Co2 production rate zoom//min

rate is * co2 production rate 800 ml/min

if the rate of 2 X CO2 is different during

exercise how the 0 is still constant ?
increase alveolar ventilation times
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